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ABSTRACT

- This research evaluates the operational efficiency of the

in-house real property maintenance activity of the Tactical

Air Command using a methodology called Data Envelopment

Analysis (DEA). Evaluations are undertaken in a variety of

ways -- reviewing annual data; checking for trends, stability,

and seasonal behavior using window type analyses; and

accomplishing a joint analysis with Air Training Command data.

Results include identifying sources and amounts of

inefficiencies for each base, command-wide trends, and special

operational characteristics of different bases.
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CHAPTER 1

114TRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

SECTION 1 - INTRODUCTION

inc purpose of this research was to evaluate or measure the

opurational efficiency of the in-house real property maintenance

activity ot the tactical Air Command. here efficiency is defined

os Lhe ritio of benefits achieved (outputs) to resources used
I

(inputs).

OfLtn, as in commercial accounting, etficiency is measured

by comparing an actually attained output to a standard or

pr actermined output. In engineering, outputs and inputs are

customarily measured in terms of energy, so that a natural unit

is thereby provided. Also the law of conservation of energy

requires that the energy produced (output) must not exceed the

energy consumed (input). Since all units of measurement are the

same, a dimensionless ratio results with 0< Efficiency <I in this

ratio IoLm.

Unfortunately these concepts are not normally applicable to

Air Force organizations. if we were able to specify a single

output like the maximum achievable production of flying hours of

a wing, given specified levels of resources, then wing efficiency

could be uetermined by comparing the actual production of tlying

hours to the predetermined maximum achievable flying hour

1
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proouction. Lio production function has been developed which can

forecdst the maximum number of flying hours achievable given the

multituue of resource combinations and environmentdl conditions.

inus, Itir Force organizations must rely on relative measures of

ciLiciency froin empirically based comparisons of input and output

measurcs.

Lrl econonics, efficiency is usually assumed to havc been

acnieveu by the force of market competition. In our case, we are

dealing with not-tor-protit military operations where the

assumption of perfect competition is not tenable. Hence, for

this research we cannot make such an assumption and are therefore

forced to turn to an efficiency measurement methodology called

Uat3 Lnvciopient Analysis (DEA) to ascertain whether technical

etlicienry has been achieved.

Uur research will proceed as follows. In the remainder of

this chapter we will briefly describe DEA and then identify ano

define the aifterent input and output measures usea in this

research. Chapter 2 reports and interprets the results of

applying DEA to the Tactical Air Command's in-house real property

maintenance data. Our summary and conclusions are contained in

Chapter J.

SECTION 11 - DATA ENVELOPMENT ANALYSIS

C: now turn to a description of Data Envelopment Analysis

(DULA) os tne wethou we will use to approach our research.

Chrnes, Cooper, and Rhodes (CCR) [6J and [7J developed UEA tu
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measure and evaluate the relative efficiency of operations in

not-for-profit programs. In order to keep this paper from

becoming too technical, we only summarize the DEA model and its

properties and characteristics.

Fractional Model

The following DEA model and its associated extremal

principals extend the normal single output to single input

efficiency definitions employed in the natural sciences to the

multiplc output and multiple input case we need.

Maximize: I U
ho = rat r

1rIViXio

(1)

Subject to:
L1>• rsi Ur r =l,.n
- vixij

Ur , VI > E > 0

where the terms represent:

h = The measure of efficiency for decision making

unit (DMU)2 "00, the member of the set of

j=l,...,n DMUs that is to be rated relative to the

others. The ratio on which h0 depends is
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represented in the functional for optimization as

well as in the constraints. This DMU preserves

its original subscript identification in the

constLaints but is distinguished by a "0"

subscript in the functional.

ur = The variable for each type of output "r", which

will be optimally determined by the solution of

the model and assigned as a weight 3 to the

observed output value, yr"

v. - The variable for each type of input "i", which

will be determined by the solution of the model

and assigned as a "virtual multiplier" to the

observed input value, xi.

Yro - The known amount of output "r" produced by DMU "0"

during the period of observation.

x io The known amount of input "i" used by DMU "0"

during the period of observation.

Yrj - The known amount of output "r" produced by DMU "j"

during the evaluation period.

x.. The known amount of input "i" used by DMU "j"

during the period of observation.

>0- A small "non-Archimedean" constant.

."I x
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All of the organizations are assumed to have common inputs

and outputs in positive amounts. Execution of the model requires

repeated computations which, in principle, must be done for each

DMU in the universe of organizations under evaluation. In each

case, the efficiency of each DMU is calculated in relation to all

other DMUs.

The resulting efficiency value, n*, does not depend on the

units of measure in which the inputs and outputs are stated.

That is, if any input and output is measured in different units

then the value of n* will not alter provided this same change is

made in the units ot measure for all DMUs.

Evidently the maximum value of h* is unity since the

constraints require h* <1. Indeed if h* <1, then some convex

combination of other DMUs could have done better and DMU "0" is

not efficient. Conversely, DMU "0" is efficient if and only if

h* =1.

We can relate this to the concept of Pareto optimality by

saying that a decision making unit is efficient if and only if it

is not possible to augment any output without either (a)

decreasing some other outputs or (b) augmenting some inputs.

Alternatively, it is inefficient if some input can be decremented

without worsening any output or without increasing some other

input. This does not preclude making tradeoffs after the

"efficiency frontier" is attained but it does require setting

them aside until after this frontier is identified.

Reference to Figure I will help to show what is involved.

The solid line connecting points A, B, and C represent a section



of the unit isoquant, i.e., the level of the production surface,

for one unit of a single output. For simplicity we restrict

ourselves to the case of on-e output (produced at unit level) and

two inputs, x1 and x2. The x1 and x2 coordinates of points A, B,

C, D, E, and F represent observed inputs used to produce the one

unit of output attained by each of the six DMUs associated with

these points.

/[

I -

Figure 1: DEA Efficiency In The Single Output -Two Input Case

Both D and E are inefficient since they are dominated by D'

4(

and E', respectively. 4The latter are not actually observed

values but are obtained as convex combinations of A and B and

B and C, respectively, which represent elements of the efficient

*k

frontier production possibility set. in fact, the values ofh

t0

for points 1) and E correspond to the ratios of the ray segments

d(O-V')/d(U-V) and d(O-E')/d(O-E) which are clearly less than

unity.5

I
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The points A, B, and C from which these convex combinations

are obtained are all efficient and form an efficiency frontier.

There is no point that can be generated from convex combinations

of members of the production possibility set that will dominate

them. Conversely, any movement along this frontier requires

tradeoffs between x1 and x2 in order to stay on the frontier.

The DEA model evidently provides only relative evaluations

by creating an "efficient frontier" such as the one depicted in

Figure I that is generated from actual observations. It is

relative in the sense that the efficiency rating depends on the

DMUs used. Although DEA does depend on the DMUs used, it does

not depend on prior theoretical knowledge or explicit assumptions

about the value of the production process as in the model

specifications used in statistical regression (and like)

approaches.

The ur and vi values described in model (1) may be

considered weights, but to avoid confusion with normal uses of a

priori weights, we refer to the ur and vi variables as

transformation ratios. This name refers to the fact that they

transfoLm real inputs (xi ) to a "virtual" input (X0) and real
outputs (y r) to a "virtual" output (Y0). In this way the DEA

approach reduces the multiple outputs and the multiple inputs to

a single scalar measure. Finally, the ur and vi choices made by

the DEA model are optimal in that the mathematical procedure

places the UMU that is being evaluated "in the best possible

light"-- in the sense that no other ur and vi values can give a

more favorable efficiency ratio from this set of data.

s7e f aa
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Reduction To Linear Programming Form

The model previously presented is a non-linear programming

problem. It is, in fact, a fractional programming problem with a

linear fractional objective and linear fractional constraints.

As such it is both nonlinear and nonconvex. However, Charnes,

Cooper, and Rhodes have shown that it in be transformed into an

equivalent linear programming problem by means of the theory of

linear tractional programming, developed by Charnes and Cooper.

In order to simplify matters we are bypassing the development of

the linear programming form and present it as follows:

Minimize: S - +£ sr 8S)
0 r-.1 r Lai

(2)

+
Subject to: = YX - S YrO; r=1...,s

Yrj j - r

_j xi j  - s + 2Xio ; i=1,...m

Xj, s+, sT > 0; e unrestricted in sign

ri

where

4 = an intensity valuer or multiplier of the observed

input x io
+

sr = Output slack for output "r".

s. = Input slack for input "i".

I' !
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~= A small positive valued non-Archimedian constant.

To enforce the non-Archimedean character of and avoid

possible troubles from using "small" real numbers we revert to

the procedure described in Charnes and Cooper 14] and first

minimize 0 with the constraints shown in (2) remaining unchanged.

Then we maximize the slack variables in the objective function

while constraining 0 to the value it already attained in the

first stage.

Model (2) is the form which is used in our research. For a

unit to be rated 10% efticient 8* must equal one and all slack

variables, si and s r I must equal zero. Hence 8* <1 and /or

s. >0 means that the observable inputs were excessive and

efficiency was not achieved.

Efficient Input and Output Levels

if efficiency is not achieved, model (2) provides the

information for determining the input and output levels necessary

to attain efficient operations. This is. done using the following

equations:

(3) Y r Yr +  st*

(4) X = ax i - *

where:

Yr = Efficient level for output "r"

X i = Efficient level for input "i"

All other variables are as previously described.
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Comparison Sets

Also, from model (2), we have > 0 as a sufficient but

not necessary condition for the jth DMU to be a member of the

comparison (=reference or neighborhood) set of the evaluated

unit. Recall that the optimization employed in (1) ensures that

the efficiency reference set provides the "best" (=highest) h0

value available for each DMU. Knowing the DMUs from which the

evaluation was made allows managers of inefficient units to check

with those organizations on possible corrective actions.

Finally, a DNU rated 100% efficient which does not appear in

the efticiency reference set of other DMUs which are rated

inefficient is a candidate for additional review. Since a

comparison set cannot contain any inefficient DMUs, failure to

appear in such a set is an indication that this DMU may be a

"self evaluator" and should not be considered efficient without

further investigation. The DMU may be wholly efficient because

it has special features distinguishing it from the others or it

is possible that the DMU is operating inefficiently.

SECTION III - SPECIFICATION OF DEA INPUT/OUTPUT MEASURES

Specification of the input and output measures to be used in

the DEA model was done in conjunction with civil engineering

officials from a second major air command (MAJCOM). The specific

measures chosen were based on the operational expertise of these

individuals and certain characteristics that the input and output

~~~ % .
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measures should have in order to take advantage of the

capabilities of the DEA model.

There are four guidelines pertinent to the selection of the

inputs and outputs.

First, the inputs and outputs should be comprehensive. That

is, they should fully and properly measure the in-house real

property maintenance activity.

Second, there should be some basis for believing that the

relationship between inputs and outputs should be such that an

increase in an input can reasonably be expected to increase one

or more of the outputs.

Third, all input and output measures should exist in

positive amounts for each DMU.

Finally, the variables should be identifiable and defined

and controlled so that they cannot be manipulated in reports or

at least the resulting data should be reviewed in order to remove

these effects which might otherwise influence the results of the

DEA model.

A number of possible input and output measures were reviewed

and discussed for possible inclusion in the Data Envelopment

Analysis phase of this research. The potentially large number of

possibilities was narrowed to ones which seem to best fulfill the

requirements of this study.

Eight outputs were considered which compreLensively reflect

the accomplishments of the base civil engineering activity in

performing its in-house real property maintenance function. We

label and number these outputs as: (1) number of completed job
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orders, (2) number of completed work orders, (3) number of

completed recurring work actions, (4) number of delinquent job

orders, (5) replacement value of structures and systems, (6)

percent of job orders completed, (7) percent of work orders

compieted, and (8) percent of recurring work actions

accomplished.

There are six inputs representing the resources consumed and

effort expended in producing the outputs. They are: (1) funds

available in terms of supply and equipment funding, (2) available

direct labor hours, (3) number of passenger carrying vehicles

assigned and available for use, and (4) three measures of the

amount of work available for accomplishment -- number of work

orders in the civil engineering system, number of job orders in

the civil engineering system, and number of scheduled recurring

work actions.

The results of our efforts to gather data on these variables

was disappointing, in that an insufficient number of observations

were available for a stable Data Envelopment Analysis of more

than seven variables. Therefore, we reduced the number of actual

measures used to Outputs 1,2,3, and 4 and inputs 1,2, and 3.

They are described in the following subsections.
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Selected Outputs And Inputs

In the following subsections we explain the four output and

three input measures which were finally settled on for inclusion

in our research. First we specify the outputs which are:

completed job orders, completed work orders, completed recurring

work actions, and delinquent job orders. Then we follow with

descriptions of the input measures which are labeled as: supply

and equipment funding, available direct labor hours, ana

available passenger carrying vehicles.

Output 1: Completed Job Orders (CJO): The job order system was

desi9ned to be a fast way to authorize work that does not require

detailed planning. Job orders are work that require little or

no planning, involve only one craft shop (e.g., masonry,

electrical, carpentry, plumbing, etc.), and materials are

normally readily available in bench stock. They represent

day-to-day maintenance and repair work such as repair of air

conditioning units, broken windows, and minor street pot holes.

The number of completed job orders measures the amount of

day-to-day work accomplished.

Output 2: Completed Work Orders (CWO): Work orders represent

activities that are more extensive and complex than that done

under job orders and usually result in capitalization of real

property records. Because of its complexity, preparation for

work accomplished under a work order involves gathering data for

R Uri
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review and analysis, detailed planning, coordination between many

craft shops, and ordering large amounts of material. A work

order is processed through production control, planning and

engineering, material control, base supply, and procurement. A

job order is normally only processed through production control.

Examples of work orders would be the construction of a new room

or the complete replacement of an electrical system.

Output 3: Completed Recurring Work Action (CRWA): Recurring

work items include recurring (preventive) maintenance,

operations, and services for which the scope and level of effort

is known without an earlier visit to the job site each time the

work is scheduled. The work is periodic in nature. It includes

all recurring work needed to prevent breakdown of critical

facilities, equipment, or utilities. Grass cutting and pavement

cleaning (operations), refuse collection and entomology

(services), and changing air conditioner filters and preventive

generator maintenance (maintenance) are examples of recurring

work.

Output 4: Delinquent Job Orders (DJO): The definition of a

delinquent job order depends on the type of job order of which

there are three: emergency, urgent, and routine. Thus, in

detining DJO we first need to explain the three types of job

orders.
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(I) Lmerguncy: An emergency job order is work which, i

not accomplished, will be detrimental to mission accomplishment

or reauce operational uffectiveness. This type of job order must

be accomplished within 48 hours of the identification of the

requiLcuient.

(.) Urgent: An urgent job order refers to work that impacts

mission accomplishment or reduces operational effectiveness less

severely than work categorized as emergency. An urgent job order

is to completed within five work days of the identification of

the requirement.

(3) Routine: Routine job orders incluoe work that should be

done within 30 days of identification of the requirement if no

material is required or 3U days after receipt oi material if

material is required. In order to reduce time lost to travel,

routine job orders are accumulated by geographic area and

scheduled as work packages rather than individual job orders.

4.. also need a category for scheduled (authorized) work

which was not completed in a timely manner. This work falls into

a class called "delinquent job orders".

(4) Uelinquent: A delinquent job order is one in any of the

above categories that is not completed within the specified time

by the cnJ of the reporting month. Headquarters personnel

monitor this measure to check the timeliness of work

accomplishment which they feel is essential to maintaining
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custower (organization or individual) satisfaction. However,

recognizing that delinquent job orders are not desired, we use

its reciprocal as the measure of this output. It is almosc never

the case that there are no delinquencies so we do not anticipate

a .rotle of dealing with a zero denominator.

input 1: Supply and Equipment Funding (DOL): ihis is a supply

support tactor. T£he larger the supply and equipment tunding, the

greater tlhc availability of supplies and equipment with which to

accomplish work. i'his includes not only equipment purcnases but

also equipment rentals. The availability of supplies and

equiptent should reasonably be expected to attect output

production.

Input 2: Available Direct Labor Hours (LAU HR): Available

iirect labor hours measure the size of the avail ble work iorce

which jpinerally varies proportionately with the level ol real

propcLty maintenance activity at each base. This measure

represents the amount of time the work force is available for

accomplishing civil engineering work. LAB HR equals the total

work hours available (number ot employees times the work week

lengtn) less an appropriate number of hours for sick leave,

vacatiun time, training, etc.

Input j: Available Passenger Carrying Vehicles (VLH): Another

input variable is the number of passenger carrying vehicles

availaLle to the base civil engineering function. Small vans,
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pi.k-up trucks, and station wagons are examples of passenger

carrying vehicles. Vehicles such as road graders, back hoes, and

other spccialized equipment are not included in this category.

The measure of tnis input amount was computed by taking the

number oi passenger carrying vehicles assigned to the base real

property maintenance activity and reducing it by the average

vchicic maintenance down time (VDP and VDM). Headquarters

otticials believe that the nonavailability ot passenger carrying

vehicles is a major factor hindering work completion. nithout

vehicles, personnel are not able to get to the work site.

tA.

I
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ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION

SECTION I - INTRODUCTION

In this section we turn to the analysis of the Tactical Air

Command's in-house real property maintenance activities

operational efficiency. We propose to undertake these

evaluations in a variety of ways and will proceed to do this in

the following manner.

First, we describe our data collection procedures and some

of the problems encountered such as the nonavailability of a

sufficient number of bases for the number of inputs and outputs

to be used in the analyses. We also describe how we overcome

these problems througn expanding our data base via (1) "window

type" analyses and (2) combining the data from two separate major

air commands into a single joint efficiency evaluation.

Next we report the results of our evaluation of the

efficiency of Tactical Air Command's operations. Our evaluation

of TAC begins with an analysis of its annual data. As might be

expected from the few degrees of freedom available, most bases

were rated 100% efficient. Therefore, in order to validate these

annual efficiency ratings and to test for stability, trends, and

other behavior over time, we proceeded to window type analyses.

Next, we proceed to combine the data points for TAC with data

from a second HAJCOM for a series of joint analyses which again

18
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consists of an analysis of annual data and window type analyses.

!his is done to further review the results obtained from

analyzing each command separately. in general, the joint

analysis of annual data supports our earlier findings for TAC

whilu the joint window analyses proviued ncw intormation which

was not evident in the preceding evaluations.

SECTIO4 II - DATA COLLECTION

Uur initial step was to gather fiscal year 1963 annual oata,

I uctolieu l9bU thIrough 30 September 1983, for each base within

the two IJCuls. The TAC data were obtained from reports

availatle at 'iAC headquarters and by direct communication with

the baseS.

Untortunately these efforts produced complete input and

output information on only nine bases for TAC. A rule of thumb

tor ma.intaining an adequate number of degrees of freedom when

using ULA is to obtain at least two DbUs for each input or outpuL

measure. Note, tor instance, that an insufficient number of DMUS

for the variables being used, would tend to produce a result in

whicn all of the DiUs woulu be ratea as 1i0 efticient simply

Decause of an inadequate number of degrees of freedom.

For Lhis Lesearch we would need a minimum of 14 bases (two

Di-Ws Lor Lach of 7 input and outpuL measures) for each UAJCOd to

avo± possibly metningless results. ve used a variety o.

tecnniques to overcome the problem of having an insufficient

nuiiber of UUs. ine number of IMUS was increased tnrough "window

'e

,-- ' nz LC ]
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analysin" techniques and/or combining the data points Lrom I'AC

with those of a second NAJCOM into one overall analysis.

A "window analysis" is a way to increase the number of LnUs,

ana thereby, introduce more degrees of freedom into an analysis.
6

The pr ocedures for a window analysis involve subuividing each

L"U's data and identifying each new unit as a differently dated

iW1U in order to create a new analysis set or "window" Lrom these

subunits. For example, annual data might be broken down into

monthly or quarterly data, then each DVU (= Air Force base) could

ue revjresented as 12 or four difterent DMUs. A moving "window"

is tncn constructed in a way that provides overlaps and checks on

ibiU behavior over a period of time. Such a moving window could

be three successive months, for example, in which case the tirst

window would consist of data on each DWU for the first, second,

and third months. The second window would consist of data on

each b 4U ior the second, third, and fourth months, and so on.

Uote that the data for month two is used twice, once in the

Lirst window (months one, two, and three) and again in the second

window (months two, three, and four). This provides a two way

comparison ior each DMU relative to its efficiency ratings (and

sourcas oi inefficiencies) from two different sets of data.

Tnus, moving over time one can check for stability, trends,

seasonal behavior, or other properties of potential interest.

MorcoveL, further insight can be supplied by additional

coparisons with annual data or other ways of torming the

windows, and so on.
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Observed Inputs and Outputs

Tables A.1 and A.2 in Appendix A show the observed input and

output values used in this study for TAC and Air Training Command

(ATC). These tables contain annual and quarterly input and output

values for Fiscal Year (= FY) 83. In order to extend the window

analysis, we also obtained data on the first quarter of FY 84

which are also shown in Table A.1 and A.2 in column 8 as the

fifth quarter.

SECTION III - ANALYSIS OF TAC

Analysis Using Annual Data

We initiate our efficiency evaluation of TAC by using annual

data for the seven input and output measures previously discussed

in a DEA. As expected, there was little discrimination between

the bases on their relative efficiencies since there were so few

DMUs relative to the number of inputs and outputs used. Using

only annual data, all bases were either rated as 100% efficient

or very close to 100% efficient (except Langley and Holloman).

That is, they had values of h0 = 0* = 1 and slack variable
7

values were zero.

Table 1 shows these results for TAC. Under the efficiency

rating, h0 in column 1, the slack variables for the three inputs

and four outputs used in our analyses are listed, while columns 2

c~;~~& P1-~Y AC~8 _ -
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Table 1

Efficiency Measure Values - TAC

0) (2) (3) (4) (5) (b)
Liticiency Efficiency Measure values

Pleasure INaine Luke Howard Langley George M~oody

h 18 1. 0 .927 Ub60 1.i 1

,1ack

(-*, 
;+

i r

VLI **1

LiU; Ii k 58035 4820b**

CRC' *373 167**

CM~~A * 6226**

L)J) * .0001131 0 0 luJ b

doQLe
1. *indicates there was no positive slack.

The positive slack values associated with delinquent
job orders have no intuitive meaning since we are using
a reciprical.

LEGLIJI)
riputs:

V1LH - Passenger Carrying Vehicles
uCL - Supply and Equipment Funding

LAU HR - Available Direct Labor Hours
Uu ptts:

CWU - Completea Work Orders
CJU - Completed Job Orders

CkIWA - Completed Recurring Work Action
DJU - Delinquent Job Orders
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Table I continued

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Lfficiency Lfficiency Measure Values

H-casurc Jame Shaw Myrtle Beach Holloman Bergstrom

h = * 1.0 1.0 .624 1.k)

Variablus
--* +*

(s. ,

Vuil * * 6 *

L)UL * * * *

LAB iii * * * *

C#vu * * 42 *

C~U * * 3486 *

S; A* * * *

* * . U'.0 196 *

clote
I. * Indicates there was no positive slack.
.** The positive slack values associated with

uelinquent job oraers have no intuitive meaning since we
are using a reciprical.

Inputs
VLH - Passenger Carrying Vehicles
DUL - Supply and Equipment Funding

LAB HR - Available Direct Labor Hours
Cutputs

CWU - Completed Work Orders
CJO - Completed Job Orders

ChkA- Completed Recurring Work Action
bJU - Delinquent Job Orders
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Table 2

Efficient Input/Output Levels For Howard AF3

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Observed Efficient

Measure Values* Adjustment** Level

Inputs (eq.4) x i  x 8* - s. = x.

VLu 42 x .927 - 0 = 39

LUL $2,&87,3U0 x .927 - 0 = 2,676,527

LAB kik 338,611 x .927 - 58,035 = 255,857

Outputs (eq.3) y + s rr

Ctou 135 + 373 = 508

CJU 30,130 + 0 = 3u,130

CR6A 3,492 + 6,226 = 9,718

DJO * .000202 +.000131 = .000333
(4,951) (3,U21)

* Taken iron, Table A.I.

** 2aken from Table 1, column 3.

*** Recall from our earlier discussion that delinquent job orders
are not desired, and therefore, we use the reciprocal as the
output measure. Hence, for Howard the actual number of observed
delinquent job orders is 4,951 and its reciprocal which is used
in ettecting DEA is .00U262. Likewise, the efficient level
computed from the ULA results is .000333 which converts to 3,021
aelinqu-nt job orders.
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As noted before Langley and Holloman are rated as

inetticicnt. We can follow the same procedures used for Howard,

and compute the efficient input and output levels Lor these

bases. £he results of these calculations are shown in Table A.3

ot the Appendix.

Also, as previously noted, Moody, Shaw, and Bergstrom were

ratca Ilu% efficient. However, there is evidence that their

efticient ratiny may be due to special features in their

operations. DEA provides a basis for relative efficiency

evaluations in that efficient DMLs should generally appear in the

reterence set for inefficient DMUs. DMUs rated efficient which

uo not appear in the efficiency set of other Dk4Us may riot

actually be comparable with any of the other DMUs. This is the

case for kloody, Shaw, and Bergstrom. They do not appear as a

mernber of any inefficient unit's optimal basis set, and

thercture, warrant further investigation before they should be

considerea 100% efficient.

Finally, reference sets of inefficient UMUs provide

information that is useful to the management of the inefticient

unit. fie reference set repLesents the efficient operations that

the inelficient base was compared to in arriving at its

efficiency rating. Thus the manager of the inefficient civil

engineering unit can review the operations of the organizations

his uniL was compared with to determine what actions can be taken

to improve the efficiency of his operations.

i'o illustrate what we are saying here, we will use the

results for Howard. The comparison set for Howard consisted of

.. -r or V
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tnL etfLicient bases -- George and M'yrtle Beach. Thus dloward's

civil engineer and other interested individuals could review the

real jro[-erLy maintenance activities at George and iLyrtle beach

as sources of information for correcting Howard's inefficiencies.

11ollonian's comparison set was Luke and Myrtle Beach and Langley's

reference set included Luke and George.

4inciow tnalyses F'or TAC

.ii. tabove analysis is only a start. by breaking annual

information into quarterly data and undertaking window types of

analyses, we can obtain a series of efficiency ratings for each

base's quarterly operations. Recall from our previous discussion

in this rcport that window analyses allow us to check the

validity of the annual ratings while obtaining new information on

trunus, seasonal behavior, and stability within the data.

Wi1th Live quarters of data, we are able to perform three

separati thrue-quarter window analyses which we refer to as

Analysaes il, #2, and #3. Analysis l consists of data from each

bose Lor the first, second, and third quarters while Analysis #2

has seconu, third, and fourth quarter data, and Analysis #3 used

data fLC.m the third, fourth, and fifth quarters.

we display partial results from these analyses as in Table

3. Here in columns 3 through 5 we have the h: (efficiency

measure) value for each quarter in a particular analysis. for

easy comiarlson, we show the h resultiny from the analysis of

annual data in column 2. For example, Luke's quarterly
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Table 3

TA Efficiency Ratings

Windw Analysis Using Three Quarters

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)
Base Annual Ist Qtr 2nd Qtr 3rd Qtr 4th %jtr 5th Qtr

Luke 1.0
Analysis 41 .927 .724 1.0
Analysis #2 .697 I. .841
Analysis i3 1.0 .596 .787

Howard .927
Analysis il 1.0 .842 .819
Analysis t2 .743 .136 .811
Analysis #3 .748 .822

Langley .660
Analysis 4. .720 .456 .533
Analysis #2 .469 .482 .578
Analysis #4 .451 .578

Ueorge 1.1
Analysis i1 1.0 .989 1.0
Analysis #2 .858 .854 1.0
Analysis #-) .835 I.b 1.0

lIkxUy 1.0
Analysis iJ 1.0 1.0 1.0
Analysis 12 1.0 1.0 .932
Analysis 43 .688 .725 .839

bhaw 1.0
Analysis 4I I.0 .923 .828
Analysis #2 .847 .708 I.u
Analysis tj .4U7 .409 I.G

1.) = Efficiency
<1.0 = Inetficiency
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Table 3 Continued

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)
Wsc Annual Ist Qtr 2nd Qtr 3rd Qtr 4th Qtr 5th Qtr

Myrtle Ueacn 1. U
Analysis #1 1.0 l. U 1.0
Analysis #2 1.0 1.0 1.0
Analysis 3 1.) i.0 1..

Holloman .624
Analysis jI .598 .437 .612
Aalysis 42 .416 .612 .565
Analysis *3 .489 .51b .528

Berstrom .0
Analysis #1 1.0 .905 .839
Analysis #2 .848 .838 .841
Analysis #j .467 .44 o .535

SI111W
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operations in Analysis ii received ratings ot 92.7%, 72.4%, and

il*U efficient for the first, second, and third quarters

respectively. Also note that Luke's second quarter is a D U in

Analysis #2. From this new reference set, Luke's second quarter

earned un efficiency rating of 69.7%. All of these quarterly

ratings can be compared to Luke's annual efficiency rating of

I U .*

,vc begin our review of the results of the window analyses

reporteu in lable 3 with some general observations.

First, for some bases there is a large variability in the

efficiency rating within quarters and between quarters. See, for

example, Jnaw AFB in Table 3. Between quarters it's efficiency

ratings ranged from 10U% efficient to 40.7% efficient and within

the thiid quarter the ratings ranged from 82.6% efficient to

40.7% etticient. This indicates that each quarter's operation is

difterent from its other quarters and that the introduction of a

ncw quarter into the analysis had an impact.

,4c also reviewed the results to see if tney supported two

different criticisms of the Air Force budgetary process that have

been voi;_d in the past. One such criticism presented by

Congress and the press is that the Air Force's year-end spending

is unnccessarily large and accomplished only to avoid losing

money wtien the appropriation expires. The second criticism is

made by the Air Force of the Congress and concerns the

programming problems caused by not having an appropriation at the

beginning of the Liscal year.
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io reach a conclusion on these two problems, we analyzed the

efficiency ratings presented in Table 3. We did this by

computixg an average efficiency rating for each quarter of a

fiscal year.These calculations resulted in the follo*ing

averacs -- first quarter - .01,L, second quarter - .766, third

quarter - .776, and fourth quarter - .763.9

io.i, we turn to analyzing the Air Force's year-ena spending.

It the in-house real property maintenance activities we reviewed

were spoending unnecessarily large amounts of funds in the fourth

quarter, this would be reflected in a lower efficiency rating for

the lourtn quarter since the supply ana equipment expense input

measure would be greater than in other periods and there would

oe no corresponding increase in output. Our analysis ot the

averay efficiency ratings do not support this contention. The

averagL fourth quarter efficiency rating of .763 is not

significantly (only 3% or less) different from the second and

third ;uarLers. One might reasonably expect some variation in

ratings due to changes in reference sets and time periods, and

this rarjc of variations seems reasonable.

Wext we turned to analyzing our results to determine it they

iuentitied any resource programming problems which might be

caused by a lack of an appropriation at the beginning of the

fiscal year. One possible way resource programming problems

woulo be evidenced would be to have significantly higher than

average efficiency ratings in the first quarter followed by

significantly lower than average efficiency ratings in the second

quartcL. Tnis couid occur because a base in-house real property

~ ... --
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quartErs and probably strongly influenced the annual rating.

Furtner investigation into the third quarter rating to determine

it it pussibly was caused by reporting errors is warranted. Due

to the variability of the window analysis results it is difficult

to verity the annual rating. Hlowever, since the results are not

conclusive as to the inappropriateness of the annual rating we

woulu :Aay with the lUu% efficient rating at thiis point in the

study.

hecll ron; our earlier discussion Lhat there were

indications that Howard's annual rating of 92.7i efficient was

too high~ au to large amounts of positive slack variable values.

ibhe window analysis appears to support this contention. Outside

of tn& Iirst quarter, the quarterly efticiency ratings wcrc

conisistcntly in the i&J-8&i% range. This range appears to more

accurjaf:±y retlect tne efficiency of tioward's in-house real

property maintenance activity.

L~tijiLey and holloran are clearly operating inefficietly.

thleir low annual efficiency ratings are supported by the window

anaalysis wiich shows consistently low quarterly tatings and

indicatcs consistently poor performance.

iit: window analysis tor George arid I-loody snows soamz

variability in the results but generally appear to support their

annual ratings of l6A16 cfficient. However, note that tflere is

the beyiinning ot a downward trend in efficiency in the fourth

quarter Lor tioody.

ROCcll Lron, our analysis of annual ratings that Siiaw and

beryotrom should riot be considered as operating efficiently

Mill
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wituout turther investigation since they were not members of any

inefficient unit's comparison set. The window analysis tends to

support Lht Bergstrom and Shaw should not be considered as

operatitg eftficiently. Although there is some variability in the

quart erly efficiency ratings for both bases, it appears that

treir operational efficiency is in the range of 8U-U5%.

tiyrtlC bedch appears to be operating very etticiently. They

were ratco lu% efficient regardless of time period and reference

Set.

Seliu tindings discussed in this section are indicatoLs of

operational efficiency (or inefficiency) in the in-house real

properLy ji,aintenance function of the bases reviewed. inese

indicators are a means to an end, which is efficient operations,

and not the end in themselves. As such, the information should

serve as a guide to management for further investigation. Such

follow-up could be accomplished by base personnel, staff

auditors, or headquarters staff assistance visits.

lIm

?.A A
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SECTION IV - JOINT ANALYSIS OF TAC AND ATC

To further review and validate the results obtained for TAC

from the previous analyses, we now bring in data on seven bases

from a second major air command, ATC, and combine these data with
10

TAC's data for joint analysis. With this approach we are able

to introduce more observations into an analysis which should

provide better efficiency evaluations. Even is the two sets of

data are not quite comparable this should show up in a consistent

separation of their efficiency evaluations.

To further validate (and justify) our joint analyses, we

investigated the real property maintenance activities of the two

commands and could not find any real source of possible troubles

for the kinds of analyses we are conducting. The dimensions we

are looking at are the same across all major air commands.

Maintenance of facilities, systems, and equipment are similar

between the MAJCOMs. Both commands are required to follow the

same Air Force regulations and directives regarding real property

maintenance. Thus, base civil engineers from each MAJCOM should

interpret the input and output measures similarly and follow the

same procedures regardless of the primary mission of the base/

Joint Analysis of Annual Data

Table 4 compares the efficiency ratings calculated from

using annual data when the major Air Commands were nalyzed

separately (columns 2 and 3) and when they are combined (column

4). In the following discussion we highlight TAC in order to
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Table 4

Comparison Of Efficiency Ratings From Annual Data

(1) (2) (3) (4)

dase ATC TAC TAC & ATC

Luke I.6) .949

iloward .927 .927

Lanyley .660 .645

eorge 1.0 I.U

Moody I.0 .967

6naw 1.0, .518

Lyrtle beach 1.0 1.1

Hol loman .624 .551

bergstrom I.0 .62i

Keesler 1.0 .975

Lowry .915 .915

Mather .975 .720

Reese 1 . 1 1. 0

Sheppard 1. j .bU3

Vance 1.0 1.

Williams 1.0 1.0
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maintain continuity with our earlier discussions. As can be seen

trom tnis table, several TAC bases had their efficiency ratings

ctiected by this joint analysis.

cliose bases that had their annual efficiency ratings

unchangyzd or changed by less than 5% received strong support that

tne original ratings were valid since the introduction of

dodltional observations did little to change those rating. This

would include Luke, Howard, Langley, George, Moody, and Myrtle

beach.

ilolloman's annual efficiency rating dropped by a little over

lUt while Shaw's rating and Bergstroms's rating dropped

approxiii-ately 5U6 and 40% respectively. These results indicate

inefticiencies that were not identified in the previous analyses

and thereby ptovide now information for study and analysis.

Window Analyses Combining TAC And ATC

To further test the results obtained from this expanded

analysis ui annual data, we turn to the window analysis technique

used in the previous sections. Table 5 presents partial results

(h values) from this series oi analyses in the same format as
II

Table J. l lis series of window analyses are referred to as

Analysi& k4 (tirst, second, and third quarters), Analysis #5

(second, third, and fourth quarters) and Analysis ib (third,

fourth, and fifth quarters).

Ievicwiny Table 5 we see that the results reported in Table

4 are substantiated for some of the bases. 'he quarterly ratings
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Table 5

TW Efficiency Ratings - Ccmbined Data

Window Aalysis Using Three (Mgarters

(J)(2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)
Base Annual 1st tr 2nd Qtr 3rd Qtr 4th Qtr 5th Qtr

LukL .949
Analysis 44 .817 .608 1.0
Analysis #5 .564 1.0 .b52
Analysis 4b .796 .57J .652

lioward .927
Analysis 14 1.0 .817 .807
Analysis #5 .743 .736 .810
Analysis 4b .747 .824

Langley .645
Analysis 44 .720 .456 .533
Analysis #5 .432 .471 .578
Analysis 66 .307 .529

George 1.6
Analysis t4 1.0 .9d9 l.6
Analysis #5 .858 .848 1.u
Analysis 4b .78 1.0 1.0

Moody .960
Analysis 44 .976 .896 .746
Analysis #5 .925 .755 .-16b
Analysis #6 .670 .679 .8L8

Shaw .516
Analysis *4 .468 .496 .467
Analysis 05 .500 .460 .55,'
Analysis #6 .4U7 .469 1.0

IATINGS {
1.0 = Etficiency

<1.0 = inefticiency

i

,,]
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Table 5 Continued

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)
Wse Annual Ist Qtr 2id %tr 3rd Qtr 4th Qtr 5th Qtr

M~yrtle beach 1.0
Analysis #4 1.0 1.0 1.0
And4lyss #5 1.0 1.0 I.U
Analysis #b l.0 1. 1.0

Holloman .551
Analysis 14 .597 .437 .531
Analysis #5 .416 .524 .549
Analysis ib .469 .51d .515

bergstrom .627
Analysis 44 .826 .478 .504
Analysis 15 .469 .510 .4dd
Analysis Ob .390 .389 .440
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for Langley, 5haw, Myrtle Beach, Hlolloman, and Bergstrom

generally support the annual rating as a reflection of the

organiztion's overall performance for the year.

For Luke, loward, George, and Moody there is some question of

wiethzr their annual efficiency ratings are warranted. As was

the case 4hen analyzing solely TAC data, Luke's results again

snow a wide range of variability which makes it difficult to come

to any conclusion about its overall efficiency for the year. But

it uoei appear the annual efficiency rating of 94.9% is

overstated. Also, we again note Luke's strong third quarter

perforrmance when compared to its other quarters.

The joint window analysis results for Howard are similar to

tnose obtained from using solely TAC data and indicate a more

appropriate efficiency rating of around 80%.

George's efficiency ratings from the combined-data window

analysis are very similar, in fact almost exactly the same, as

the ratings computed when using solely TAC data and generally

support the annual efficient rating. This indicates some

stability in its ratings since the introduction of seven bases

from 47' haa little impact on its evaluations. However,

there still is a significant amount of fluctuation of ratings

within quarters and between quarters.

'iie combined-data window analysis results for Moody do not

appear to support its annual rating of 96%. its quarterly

ratings ranged from 67% to 97.6% with only one rating above 96%.

It is aitficult to say with any confidence what exactly Moody's

etticicacy evaluation should be, but it does appear from the

WA
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window analysis that a more realistic rating would be in the

range of J5-90%. One more observation should be noted. Recall

iroa our window analysis using solely TAC data that we noted the

beginning of a downward trend in efficiency for Moody. This

trend iL even more pronounced in this joint analysis as can be

seen from the following average quarterly etficiency ratings:

Ist - . 76, 2nd - .91, 3rd - .Y24, and 4th - .733.

Contribution Of £he Joint Analysis

The purpose of combining the data from two separate major

air comm.,ands into a single analysis was to introduce more

observations into our research and thereby obtain additional

insight into our DEA evaluations. Additional light is oiso shed

on the cvaluations obtained from the annual data or window

dnalyses for each separate command. We can confirm some of the

previous Lindings and raise doubts about others in ways that

provide additional ways of identifying possible inefficiencies

and trends that were concealed or not uncovered in the preccuing

an3lys-s.

In our research, the joint analyses coniormed to the

previous findings for TAC in several cases. In both the joint

analyses and the individual analyses, Several bases received the

same uLiciency rating based on annual data. Also, the window

type an ilyses from both approaches highlighted the instability

ot Luke's ratings and its greater than normal third quarter

o L1 C I .2j.
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Myrtle Beach's 100% efficient rating across all time periods

was unatfected by the introduction of the data for MAJCOM #2.

Ihe combined-data analyses (both annual and window analyses)

also uncovered inefficiencies that were not apparent when using

solely TAC data. Shaw and Bergstrom were assigned greatly

diminished efficiency ratings. In addition, these combined-data

analjscs brought forth a downward trend in efficiency for Moody.

Although we combined the data from two different major air

commnas ror our research, this type of analysis is not readily

implementable in the Air Force without a change in current real

property maintenance management procedures. The Air Force

uelegztes operational oversight of the real property maintenance

Lunction to tne major air command while the base has operational

control. liq Air Force directorates are not involved with the

operations of base-level, in-house real property maintenance

activiLics and as a result, there are no procedures for

aggregating real property maintenance work-load data at Air Force

Headquarters. At the same time, currently there are no

procedures for exchanging this type of information between major

air commands. Thus, for this kind of joint evaluations to be

possible, major air command officials must be willing to share

work-load and resource consumption information between commands

anu establish procedures which will permit this exchange.

P .g~. ~ ~ ~ ' Z *S.%*



CHAPTER 3

SU14MARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In tnis research we reviewed and discussed efticiency

ratings and trends for Air Force bases in the Tactical Air

Commnana. Tne research is built around an etficiency r-asiuremennt

ietiioouloyy developed by Chiarnes, Cooper, and Rhodes (6J and

others called Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA). DiEA provides a

rciativu measure ot efficiency for organizations that have

multiple inputs and miultiple outputs and for which an a priori

production function is not available.

i-e initiated this study by applyiny DEA Lo annual dJata from

TAC bases. As expected, almost all bases were rated lk,0%

etticient. TIhis was due to having an insufficient numiber ot

observations to effect a Data Envelopment Analysis which woul6

ciiscrinminate between efficient and less efficient bases.

Il~e increased the available number of observations via a

threc-qjuarter window analysis and a joint analysis using data

from two coiurands. This allowed us to test the stability and

valicoity ot the measures obtained from evaluating the uase3 using

solely onnual data. it also provided supplemental information on

trenus anci cycles.

Usiiiq the three-quarter window analysis in conjunction witn

the analysis ot annual data we can come to the following

coiiclusiotis on the operational efticiency of the bases included

in our analysis:

44
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(i) tjyrtLe 6.each, George, and Moody seemi to be operating

efficicritly, However, there is an indication of diminishing

etficicilcy foi. lioody.

(/.) Langley and liolloman clearly have the most inefficient

operations.

(.4 S3hawls, Bergstrom's, floward's and Luke's results are

not quite as clear cut but they do indicate that they have some

operational inefficiencies. Hiowever, they do not appear to be as

inefficient as either Langley or hfolloman.

(4) We investigated the allegation that year-end spending

was irclficient. We found no support for this concern with ±IAC's

in-hcuse real property maintenance activity for FY 8j.

(5) We also checked the hypothesis that lack of an

appropriation at the beginning of the fiscal year created

rcsoure progrdmming problems. Again, our tests did not support

this hypothesis.

Fiivalily, it is important to note that these findings are not

to be used solely as an end in themselves but also as a means to

an crno. Tihat end being efficient operations. 1-his information

shoulQ be used as guides for further investigation into how an

organization can become operationally efficient. Information

suppli .! via tne identification of the amount of inefficiency in

eacti in,!u t and output and the bases in the inefficient unit's

comparison set can be used for this purpose.

111 Ji 'l
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work actions with b27 job orders being delinquent in the first

quarter of FY b3.

1k1h2 other cells are similarly interpreted but, of course,

some trcatment ot these data may be needed for DEA. For example,

recall from our earlier discussion in Chapter I that we need to

use the reciprocal of the number of delinquent job orders as our

measure to reflect the fact that increases in delinquent job

orders are not desirable. Thus, the 627 delinquent job orders

reported by Luke for the first quarter in column 4 of Table A.1

would be replaced by 1/627 or .uW159 in DEA development.

*
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Table A.1

Observed Inputs and Outputs for TAC
Fiscal Year 1983 Data

(1) (W (3) (4) (5) (6) (1) (b)
Inpu t/

L3s33 UuLput Annual 1st Qtr 2nd Qtr 3rd Qtr 4th ytr 5th Qtr

LuKe VbL! 44 44 44 44 44 44
LxAL 2,444,70 461,100 684,600 474,OuO 825,U(,0 437,600

M i:R 265,866 57,645 70,334 69,028 68,859 61,913
C,0 197 52 53 61 31 36
CjO 16,878 3,811 4,180 4,191 4,696 3,8fU

CRi<A 12,86(i 2,554 2,277 4,756 3,273 2,863
uO 2,405 627 612 649 517 592

Hiowara VEII 42 42 42 42 42
ljL 2,887,300 599,800 780,600 748,800 758,10U

LUwk ilk 338,611 74,158 81,969 87,717 758,16U
0,'j 135 32 46 14 43
CjO 30,130 7,914 7,276 7,894 7,84b

C3j$ 4 J,492 873 873 673 873
Ju 4,951 1,694 791 993 1,473

inputs
VLl - Passenger Carrying Vehicles
DOL - Supply and Equipment Funding

LAb HR - Available Direct Labor Hours

Uutputs
CW0 - Completed Work Orders
CJO - Completed Job Orders

CRWA - Completed Recurring Work Actions
DJUO - Uelinquent Job Orders

'VW/ ,K ' , , ,, • 'w . -- ' -- ' ,,.,,- .. L. . .. ,--- -. .. . -.- I
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Table A.1 Continued

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)
I npu t/

base Output Annual ist Qtr 2nd Q.tr 3rd Qtr 4th Utr 5th Qtr

Langley vLl 165 105 105 IU5 IL,5
LjL 4,JU4,IUU 934,560 1,387,30U 1,155,500 826,0u,

L'Wi 11H 526,896 123,463 127,217 141,237 134,971,,
CUO 162 40 42 34 44
cJ 29,690 8,130 6,870 6,910 7,78u

Cke4vA 11,361 2,687 3,068 3,390 2,436
JJ 21,806 5,698 5,6j4 6,441 4,C6J

Ueorge VLI 44 44 44 44 44 44
LWL 2,Jk2,460 693,2uo 661,300 554,bU 387,3bO 850J5U,5U

LAw 1IR 237,136 56,126 62,055 65,242 53,713 44,220
C ,j 327 65 74 72 116 97
CJO 36,110 7,772 7,515 6,686 8,137 6,186

CFRJA 7,075 2,7U6 1,314 2,23U 825 7,158
LwO 3,523 1,104 943 7Wk 696 1,323

LkxC4,

I nputs
VLII - Passenger Carrying Vehicles
DOL - Supply and Equipment Funding

LAB ti - Available Direct Labor Hours

Uutputs
CLWU - Conipleted Work Orders
CJU - Completed Job Orders

CHwA - Completed Recurring Work Actions
WO - Delinquent Job Orders

%* *",
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Table A.. Continued

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)
Irput/

LUse UuLput Annual Ist Qtr 2nd Qtr 3rd jtr 4th Qtr 5th Qtr

N.Loody VLi 19 17 17 20 23 23
WL l, 7,8 a) 411,500 432,800 52J,)UO 433,50 339,3I0

LU ilk 210,869 44,64 53,978 57,680 54,53"7 53,162
19 15 U 35 "2 74

W'. 12,34U 2,815 3,133 3,255 J,145 3,6/2
ULiA 9,244 2,668 2,493 2,086 1,997 1,460

1.0 2,4b5 739 b5b J96 672 673

Shaw VULJ 71 71 71 /1 1 71
WL 3,623,Uu S5"i,Juk 92),460 774,7UJ 1,164,4u 7d3,2uU

Iw ilk 254,blb 61,978 61,537 64,539 66,762 65,L67
Uj 122 21 31 26 44 38
CJU 15,59J 3,6U8 3,563 3,859 4,563 4,81o-

CRVA 5,981 1,509 2,295 1,248 929 2,487
LJ) 1,387 316 423 444 21j4 7

LEGUI D
Ir. E. ut

VLh - Passenger Carrying Vehicles
DUL - Supply and Equipment Funding

LhLb h,< - Available Direct Labor Hours

UuLputs
CiO - Completed Work Orders
CJO - Completed Job Orders

CRv6A - Completed Recurring Work Actions
UJU - Delinquent Job Orders

S
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Table A.l Continued

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)
Input/

6asc Uutput Annual 1st Qtr 2nd Qtr 3rd Qtr 4th Qtr 5th Qtr

Myrtic VUl 14 14 14 14 14 14
Beach LLjL 2,127,bUD 427,200 492,300 554,5Uo 653,600 419,206

LI i1i 176,146 4,209 40,205 46,132 49,600 4b,734
:w 579 183 123 94 179 109
CJO 17, 6b 3,160 4,4U8 4,501 4,991 3,437

Chi 'A 9,756 2,b92 837 3,1711 J,056 2,'105
wj 3,724 60 835 1,UU0 929 728

1ollo- VuL 35 39 37 32 32 32
man LUL 3,6b,lwo 674,500 953,660 1,021,4iW I,uIJ,6bA b!4,2UO

LAB UR 3U6,49b 77,339 81,422 74,216 73,521 63,783
CU 19 43 58 65 24 34
W ) 14,8UO j,012 3,9b1 3,588 4,239 3,5U8

CV44. iu,546 3,162 1,584 3,121 2,679 2,854
0Ju 10,4b4 3,35 2,988 2,160 2,611 1,596

LEGMD
iniputs

VfHA - Passenger Carrying Vehicles
DOL - Supply and Equipment Funding

LAB HiR - Available Direct Labor Hours

outputs
UWO - Completed Work Orders
CJO - Completed Job Orders

CR, A - Completed Recurring work Actions
UJO - Delinquent Job Orders

01
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Table A.1 Continued

Inpu t/
base (utput Annual Ist Qtr 2nd Qtr 3rd Qtr 4th Qtr 5th Qtr

Bery- VLU 38 38 38 38 3 38
stromir DUL 2,406,90U 382,20U 619,700 593,500 811,500 665,40

LA tfli 237,951 55,448 59,509 63,822 59,172 64,O8
Cv. 171 60 36 39 3b 53
CJU I,773 3,(i21 2,737 2,579 2,436 2,505
CRv 8,453 1,938 1,635 2,058 2,b22 2,931
DJ; 1,92f 473 415 439 601 I,U28

iriputs
VzH - Passenger Carrying Vehicles
DUL - Supply and Equipment Funding

LAB liR - Available Direct Labor Hours

Uutputs
CWO - Completed Work Orders
CJO - Completed Job Orders

CR"A - Completed Recurring Work Actions
DJO - Delinquent Job Orders

Note: Recall from our earlier discussion that we ncd to
use the reciprocal of the DJO measure. Therefore, the
actual value used in effecting DEA would be, for example
1/473 or .00211 for Bergstrom, first quarter.
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Table A.2

Observed Iipts ad Outputs for ATC
Fiscal Year 193 iData

() (k-) (3) (4) (5) (6) ) )

iriput/
base uutput Annual 1st Qtr 2nd Utr 3rd Qtr 4th 'Qtr 5th Qtr

Keesler Vi;iJ 38 38 38 38 36 38
WL 3,247,600 779,240 810,450 830,250 827,750 616,U15

LJ ijR 453,951 106,022 115,083 117,9WI 114,945 98,247
COO 318 81 81 77 69 71
cJO 25,451 5,983 6,307 6,530 6,631 6,882

CUVA 15,962 4,072 3,578 4,166 4,126 4,443
LUo 3,b29 913 977 912 827 283

Lowry VWi 33 33 33 33 33 33
WL 2,507,7Uo 576,242 641,971 64U,600 651,,500 536,997

LAk3 fJR 250,1b9 57,304 62,821 62,878 67,166 57,731
CWU 294 89 52 76 77 56
CJU 14,697 3,045 3,804 3,986 3,862 4,136

(A t 13,511 2,78W 2,518 4,639 3,59, 9,028
LJU 2,-11-6 982 599 355 769 1,038

LEGEND
Inputs

VUL - Passenger Carrying Vehicles
WL - Supply and Equipment Ebnding

Ltu. I k - Available Direct Labor flours

Uutput
Cw - Coupletcd Work Orders
CJO - Completed Job Orders

LktA - Completed Recurring Work Actions
WdO - Delinquent Job Orders
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T able A.2 Continued

(1) (W) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)
inEut/

base Output Annual 1st Qtr 2nd Qtr 3rd Qtr 4th Qtr 5th Qtr

Mather VLUI 29 29 29 29 29 29
WL 3,491,000 910,270 875,762 780,000 925,000 501,000o

LAu HR 265,344 62,219 66,201 65,345 71,79 68,b23
UU 251 68 68 63 52 28
cJv 18,94U 6,434 4,618 3,341 4,557 4,223

C1 iA 5,222 1,851 900 986 1,485 3,294
LWU 2,36t 596 246 601 889 538

Reeze VUI 24 24 24 24 24 24
LQL 1,846,700 450,250 396,450 525,600 475,.jii 237,511

Lj3 hR 150,67 31,322 34,315 41,269 43,772 34,243
L,.,u 215 54 50 54 57 58
CJo 9,341 1,943 2,293 2,522 2,583 2,515

C101, 5,672 1,352 1,382 1,558 1,380 1,596
WO 394 52 82 99 Ibi 224

LEG&UU3
I npu ts

VLI - Passenger Carrying Vehicles
LIL - Supply and Equipment Funding

LAb HR - Available Direct Labor Hours

Outputs
C.iU - Completed niork Orders
Cdv - Conpleted Job Orders
CEA - Completea Recurring work Actions
WO - Delinquent Job Orders
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Table A.2 Continued

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)
Input/

Base Output Annual 1st Qtr 2nd Qtr 3rd Qtr 4th Qtr 5th Qtr

Sheppard VEH 40 40 40 40 40 40
DOL 3,153,300 810,070 791,683 775,000 776,550 575,368

LAB HR 368,356 85,692 91,261 96,540 94,864 85,552
CWO 513 120 135 120 138 121
CJO 27,141 6,147 5,913 7,743 7,338 6,039

CRWA 6,748 1,936 1,391 894 2,527 2,207
DJO 1,860 495 468 537 360 364

Vance VEH 23 23 23 23 23 23
DOL 1,691,700 402,964 391,242 456,270 441,250 392,206

LAB HR 197,939 45,675 47,141 51,552 53,572 47,515
CWO 539 128 132 141 138 134
CJO 6,790 1,770 1,520 1,700 1,800 1,708

CRWA 4,267 1,228 668 1,094 1,277 1,536
DJO 941 253 297 246 145 110

LEGEND
Inputs

VEH - Passenger Carrying Vehicles
DOL - Supply and Equipment Funding

LAB HR - Available Direct Labor Hours

Outputs
CWO - Completed Work Orders
CJO - Completed Job Orders

CRWA - Completed Recurring Work Actions
DJO - Delinquent Job Orders
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Table A.2 Continued

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)
Input/

Base Output Annual 1st Qtr 2nd Qtr 3rd Qtr 4th Qtr 5th Qtr

Williams VEH 22 22 22 22 22 22
DOL 1,848,600 471,983 461,298 465,070 450,291 376,362

LAB HR 126,060 28,484 35,013 29,453 33,110 31,414
CWO 242 62 62 60 58 30
CJO 11,940 2,589 2,893 2,869 3,589 3,214

CRWA 10,886 2,767 1,665 3,081 3,373 3,650
DJO 1,323 431 302 304 286 346

LEGEND
Inputs

VEH - Passenger Carrying Vehicles
DOL - Supply and Equipment Funding

LAB HR - Available Direct Labor Hours

Outputs
CWO - Completed Work Orders
CJO - Completed Job Orders

CRWA - Completed Recurring Work Actions
DJO - Delinquent Job Orders

- A' -
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Tables A.3

Taole A.3 contains the input and output levels that each

inefficient unit would have needed to attain in oraer to be rated

10v% efficient. These levels were computed using equations (3)

and (4) on p.9.
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Table A. 3

Efficient input/output Levels

Langley liolloman

Inputs

VLtI 53 16
UL 2,840~,70J6 2,288,894
Lhk3 1h 299,545 190,6he9

Uutputs

CwO 329 610
CJU 29,690 18,286

CtA11,361 10,546
Dijo 2,461 3,425

LLuL 1 L,
Ii ~u L3~

VEI- Passenger Carrying vehicles
DOL - Supply and Equipment Expenses

i,Ad kIR - Available Direct Labor Hours
Uutputs

Lbw - Completed Work Orders
CJU - Completed Job Orders

Ck(~wA - Completed Recurring Work Actions
L.JU - Delinquent Job Orders
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Table A. 4

r'able A.4 displays the two factors, e* and optimal slack

variable values, which compose the efficiency rating tor the

thiLce series of window analyses undertaken for TAC. Analysis #1

consists of data from the first, second, and third quarters for

each base. Data from the second, third, and fourth quarters tor

the windows in Analysis 42 while Analysis #3 involves data from

the thiru, fourth, and fifth quarters.

2tzt d* values listed for Analyses VI, #2, and #4 in columns

4 through 8 are the same as those reported in Table 3. They are

rcpeatQ.u here so as to show both parts of the efficiency analysis

in one place. Note that 0* = h when the non-Archimedean

conditions are fulfilled.

iTe slack variable values which appear under the efticiency

ratings in each column correspond to the input or output measure

witn auich the slack variable is associated for each analysis

shown in column 3.

"c will use Luke to illustrate how to read this table. In

Analysis #1, Luke's second quarter received an efficiency rating,

e* = h , of .724 with zero values for all slack variables except

for V5d which equaled 5 vehicles. Luke's second quarter is also

a Da4U in Analysis #2. From this new reference set, Luke's,

second quarter had f* = .b97 with positive slack variable values

ot Cwu = 9 work oroers.

iAs discussed in Chapter I when we described the delin4uent

job oLder output measure, we use a reciprocal of the number of
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deil:u~ job orders as the actual DJC) measure when ettecting

DLill. ii,.~nce, the UJO slack variable values shown in this table

iijive little intuitive meaning.

Finally, the * in column indicates that LIlC slack variable

bad a value of zero tor that analysis.
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Table A. 4

Lfficiency Measures For TAC

Window Analyses

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (b)
Lase iEasures Analysis 1st Qtr 2nd Qtr 3rd Qtr 4th Qtr 5th Qtr

Luke = #1 .927 .724 I.0
#2 .697 1. .b41
#3 1.0 .596 .787

iLack
Values

VLUi #1 5 5 *
#2 * * 4
#3* * 2

LUL #1 * * *
#2 * * 7993
#3 * •

L/ iIR # * * *

#2 * * *
#3 *

#I 1 * *
12 9 * 51
#3 * 59 2u

LJu * * *
#2 * * *j3 * *

CFvA #1 * * *
#2 * * *W3* **

LKJU #1 * * *
#2 * * *
#3 *

13 ~ 4
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Table A. 4 Continued

M.L (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (a)
Uau iikasures Analysis 1st Qtr 2nd Qtr 3rd Qtr 4th Qtr 5th Qtr

tdowi~rd d* = h*. #1 1.U .843 .819
vi#2 .743 .736 .bil

03 .748 .d22
S lack
V\Iaues

VLII #1 **

#2* *

#2
#3 *

LA3 HR #1 805 5624
12 3688 9352 1.5536
#3 9kf19 16215

UAL #1 57 67

02 107 133 12(1
13 145 134

#3**

U4AA #1 * 536 20)7
42 187 141 255
#3 1211) 1461

43 .UU035 .UJ6682
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Table A.4 Continued

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)
bse i-.Casures Analysis Ist Qtr 2nd Qtr 3rd Qtr 4th ,gr 5th Qtr

Langley * = h 41 .7 26 .456 .533
#2 .469 .482 .57b
#3 .451 .57U

OLack
Valucs

VLd #1 22 5 6
#2 21 8 lu

# * 16J

uLL #1 * *

#2 2* *
#3 * *

LNB 111% #1 9693 * *
#2 * * 10451
#3 * .1451

Cl') #1 47 21 42
#2 82 73 67
#3 66 67

Cu #1 * *
#2* * *
#3

CA# * * *
#2 * * *
#3 * *

wO #1 .06137 .06085 .00137
#2 .00121 .U146 .ui144
#j .UU137 .ku144
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Table A.4 Continued

(1 () 3)(4) (5) (6) (1)()
bxx ImaZures mialysis 1st Qtr 2nd Qtr 3rd Qtr 4th -,gr 5th Qtr

U-orc -*= 01. .69 1.

#2 .858 .854 1L
NlJ .835 1. f 1. 0

Values

VcII #1 **

02 2

#2 12359k*

#2 57 34*
#3 44**

#3

Chv~A * 1149*

#2 O~UR .INJ&U8 *

#3 .6AUhj~ I b
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Table A.4 Continued

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (b) (7)
Base !1asures Analysis Ist Qtr 2nd Utr 3rd Ltr 4th QLr 5tn Qtr

,ioody 0* = h. #1 1.0 1.0 1.U
#2 i.U 1.0 .. 2

#3 .688 .125 .839
LlacK
values

VIU #1 * *
#2 * * *43 * **

LL#1 * * *
i#2 * * *

#3 * *

LAb dR #1*
#2 * * *
#3 224b 1903 937/

CLJ #1 * * *
42 * * *

#3 46 5

iil * * *

#2 * * 751
#3 * *

CIMA #1 * * *
#2 * * *43 * *

L)JU I* * *

#2 * * *
* •
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Table A.4 Continued

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)
Base Ncasures Analysis Ist Qtr 2nd Qtr 3rd QLr 4th L.,Lr 5th Qtr

*

ilollowan t* = hU  #1 .598 .437 .b12
#2 .416 .612 .565
43 .489 .51i3 .528

Slack
Values

VLiI # * *
#2 * 6 4
#j * •

LWL #1 * * 79125
12 15169 79125 92489
#3 14915 18472

LAO IIR #1 * *
#2 * * *
#3 * *

CV;O #1 54 11 28
#2 48 28 (0
#3 IV Afr Jd

CJJ ki 294 * 842
#2 * 42 *
#3 238 *

C14VA #I * * *
42 * * *
#3 *

LU' #1 .O.kV77 .00042 .U1U52
#2 .uU045 .00052 .0U01 42
#3 .000U29 .U(;032 .000]13
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Table A.4 Continued

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)
Wsc fleasures Analysis Ist Qtr 2nd (tr Jrd etr 4th -,tr 5th Qtr

511aw t* = h #1 1. fj .923 .828
U #2 .847 .7U8 1.0

1.43A7 .469 1.
.jLack
values

VWi v1 * 19 27
#2 19 12 *
#3 6 7

WL #. * 118388 *
#2 147976 * *
#3 5454? 277859

LAU i13. * * *
#2 * * *13 * **

CbOj * 26 39
#2 17 21 *
#3 30 21

CJu * * *
12 * * *

#3 * *

C4iA jj * 248 *
#2 * * *

#3 * *

WJ #1 * * *
W2* * *

13 * **

Myrtle v* = h0  #1 I.0 1.0 I.
kdeact #2 1. W 1. i I.U

#3 1.0 1.0 l.J

All slack values equal zero for all windows

AM&TSANOANWW WAIW
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Table A.4 Continued

()()(3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)
LOs- iiasures Analysis 1st Qtr 2nd Qtr Jrd Qtr 4th QLr 5tfl Qtr

Vcy * = i#1 0A .90J5 .839
stroi 0 #2 .848 .83884

#3 .467 .449 .535

"lack

/L1 *1 7 12
#2 8 11

WxL #1
* 2 1559017

LAUJIR #1 **

#2**
#3 * 9 302

#1 **

42 ** 21
#3 12 9

CJU ti 356 515
#2 386 557 1161
#3 * 272 274

CA4A #1 * 228*

#2 *
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Table A.5

Table A.5 exhibits the 0* and optimum slack variable. values

resulting from the window analyses of the combined TAC and MAIJCOL4

42 data. IL. uses the same format as Table A.4 except that the

three window analyses are referred to as Analyses #4, 45, and #6.
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Table A. 5

Efficiency Measures For TAC

Joint Window Analyses

()(2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)
w~se hieasures Analysis 1st Qtr 2nd Qtr 3rd atr 4th Qtr 5th Qtr

Luke =h #4 .817 .6U8 1.kJ
#5 .564 1.0 .652
#6 .796 .573 .652

6lack
values

ViEH #4 5 *

#6 7 *4

LUL #4 **

#5 **

#6*

LiJ HRi #4***
#5* *

#6 11054 * 5864

cwi #4 **

#5 19 *5*7

#6 *47 Id

cjJ #4* *

#5**
#6***

L14-A #4***
*5 **

#6**

JU#4 *

#5 .U il
#6 *
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Tanie A. 5 Continued

CIASU re L. mlys sisj tS Lr_ 2n.xjd Lr .5Ld QLr 4th Lr )Li .tr

i (h'v .L A V = r, 44 .I .$ i

#).146 (Z

V44

t-)b~f 93 i ThjjU
46 9)Sf9 16)215

05 107 1.33 12U
144

b.) iu/ i /a
v 1 1 L 14tji

Ujj 14 **
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Table A. 5 Continued

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8J)
B~ase riceasures Analysis 1st Utr 2nd (Jtr 3rd Qtr 4th Qtr 5th Qtr

Langley t * = h 4 .7203 .456 .533
#5 .432 All1 .578
#b .387 .529

lAack
Values

VLIU #4 22 5 6
#5 2 1

UUL #4**

#6* *

LA8 HR #4 90"93**
#5 ** 10451
#6 1 4(947

Cw. #4 47 21 42
#5 71 69 (.7
#6 62 6

WJU #4 **

15*
#6***

WA#4* *

#5 *

#6 *

Wo #4 .(k0137 .000I85 UU1~37
#5 .000133 .UO223 OLUl44
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Table A.5 Continued

(4) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (1) (8)
base wasures Analysis Ist Qtr 2nd Qtr 3rd Qtr 4th Qtr 5th Qtr

Georye e* = h #4 1.0 .988 1.0
#5 .858 .848 I.0
#6 .788 ]. 1.0

6Lack
Values

YLI4 * * *
#5 * * *
#6 * *

WL #4 * * *
#5 123590 * *
16 * *

LABijtj 44 * * *
#5 * * *
#6 127 *

CwJ #4 * * *
#5 57 33 *
#6 30 *

CJ 4* * *

#5 * * *
#6 * *

C<WA #4 * 1195 **5 * * *

#6 * *

wu 4 * * *
#5 .OU3i .00035 *
#6 * *
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Table A. 5 Continued

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)
isase Mcasures Analysis Ist Qtr 2rnd Qtr 3rd Utr 4th Qtr 5th Qtr

t~xY~ay 11 i4 .976 .696 .746
#5 .925 .755 .788
#6 .670 .679 .818

Slack
Values

vkH4 * *
#5 * * *
#6 * *

WL #4 * *

#5 * * *
#b *

UwfI HR #4 3799 11527 8291
#5 13270 8895 8148
#6 7149 4603 9596

C~VU #4 133 * 27
#5 * 29 *
#6 26 *

CjU #4 150 * *
#5 * * *
#6 * *

CP.vA #4 * * *
#5 * * *
#6 * *

LUO #4 * * *
#5 * * *
#6 * *

. i
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Table A. 5 Contiued

(1) ()(3) (4) (5) (6) (7)()
Base Measures Analysis 1st Qtr 2nd Qtr 3rd Qtr 4th Qtr 5th Qtr

Shaw 0* = h * #4 .468 .496 .467
G #5 .500 .460 .553

#6 .407 .469 1.0
Slack
Values

VEH i4 11 12 10
#5 12 9 10
#6 6 7

WOL #4 80606 32261*
#5 66986 58112 30201
#6 54547 27)7859*

LAB HR #4 **

#5 *

Ce.) #4 17 18 9
#5 33 36 27
#6 30 21*

CiQ #4* *

#6***

CIRM #4 ** 92
#5 **
#6**

DJO #4***
#5 .00019 **

#6***

Myrtle (3* h h0  #4 1.0 1.0 1.0
Beach #5 1.o 1.A, 1.

#6 1.0 1.0 1.0

Slack Values
All slack variable values are equal to zero.
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S

Table A.5 Continued

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)
8ase M2asures Analysis Ist Qtr 2nd Qtr 3rd Qtr 4th Qtr 5th Qtr

Holloman t* = h 14 .597 .437 .531

#5 .416 .524 .549
#6 .469 .518 .515

black
Values

VLH #4 * * *
#5 * * *

#6 * * *

LuL #4 * * 25923
#5 15169 4173k) 79873
#6 494U 18472

LAB HR #4 * * *
#5 * * *
#6 * **

Lvt, #4 77 iI 15
#5 48 11 59
#6 41 Iub 32

CjU #4 198 * 262
#5 * * *
#6 * *

A* * *
#5 * * *
#6 * * *

Ju #4 .0086 .0042 .Uk)142
#5 .00045 .00151 .UO91
#6 .00024 .UL032 .6,0006I

N.'
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Tlable A.5 Continued

luclur aIIlys1s .ast QLr 2nU d r jrU k.ta 4th ,Lr LhLr

SLIIU 5A9 .A

Va LU--S

VLAI f4 9

L'\Lt1±~ #4 u-16**

#5***

* *
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